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Abstract
This article proposes a theory of coups that centers around coordination and learning.
The military is modeled as many officers who only want to join a coup if others join
as well (i.e., coordination). If the current regime has survived past coup attempts, it is
common knowledge that it is relatively strong (i.e., learning). Combining these
effects, once the regime survives the first period, officers know that the regime is
strong enough that they may refrain from staging a coup—regardless of how dis-
satisfied they may become with the status quo—under the mutually enforcing
expectation that no other officer will rebel. The model has other equilibria where
coup attempts can occur after the first period, allowing for more detailed empirical
predictions. The analysis highlights several reasons why new regimes are prone to
coups, but among regimes surviving the initial turmoil, structural factors that would
seem to predict coup attempts can have an ambiguous effect. The model also makes
novel predictions about how the ‘‘initial conditions’’ of a regime as well as what kinds
of changes to payoffs affect the likelihood of coups.
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Following a coup in 1952, Egypt was run by three military men (two of whom were

leaders of the coup) for nearly sixty years. When the third of this group, Hosni

Mubarrak, resigned in 2011 following a mass popular movement calling for his
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ouster, many were optimistic about a shift to democratic rule. These hopes were

quickly dashed when his elected (in a relatively free and fair manner) replacement,

Muhammed Morsi, barely lasted a year before being forced from office by the mil-

itary and succeeded by another former officer and coup leader, Abdel Fattah el-Sisi.

Although the Egyptian experience is not entirely unique, the heavy involvement

of military officers in toppling rulers and running the government has been the

exception rather than the rule in recent times. The left panel in Figure 1 plots the

number of regimes from 1950 to 2013 that are primarily classified by Geddes,

Wright, and Frantz (2014) as military dictatorships with a dashed line and dictator-

ships with any military component (e.g., Egypt from 1952 to 2011) with a solid line.1

Even with the more inclusive measure, the number of military regimes peaks below

30 and has been under 10 for nearly two decades. The right panel of Figure 1 shows

that attempts by the military to take control of the state in the same time period fol-

low a similar pattern: The solid line is the number of coup attempts per year

(grouped in 5-year intervals) and the dashed line the number of successful coups

(data from Powell and Thyne 2011).2 After peaking around ten to fifteen coup

attempts per year in the 1960s and 1970s, over the past few decades there have gen-

erally been fewer than five attempts per year.

Given the military’s strong comparative advantage in organization and the ability

to inflict violence, it is unlikely that the rarity of coups is driven by the inability of

officers, if unified, to topple the government. While some officers surely prefer the

relative safety and comfort as salaried agents of the state, common grievances

against civilian rulers such as unfavorable policy choices, promotion decisions, or

receiving fewer rents than deemed appropriate could be potentially rectified by tak-

ing the reigns of government by force.
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Figure 1. Right panel: Number of military regimes (dashed line) and autocracies with any
military component (solid line). Left panel: Number of successful coups (dashed line) and
attempts (solid line) averaged over five year intervals.
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In this article, I develop a formal model that investigates when officers do (or do

not) attempt to exercise this option. I argue that two central forces for understanding

when coups are possible and relatively likely are coordination and learning. The

coordination aspect of the argument draws on that fact that the military is not a uni-

fied actor but comprised of many individuals, and hence ‘‘the most important con-

cern for many officers deciding whether to join a coup conspiracy is their assessment

of how many others will join’’ (Geddes 1999, 126). Existing work showing how this

can prevent coups has utilized one-shot complete information coordination games,

which always exhibit multiple equilibria: one where a coup occurs and one where

there is no coup. As a result these models make no analytic predictions about how

a history of coups and economic and political variables such as gross domestic prod-

uct (GDP) per capita, inequality, and regime type—which have received the bulk of

attention in the empirical literature—affects the likelihood of coups.

To address these issues, the model here also includes both uncertainty and time

dynamics, and how officers learn about the regime strength over time has important

implications for when they are able to coordinate on staging a coup. In particular, the

model highlights conditions when learning about the regime strength over time

leaves officers unable to coordinate on ousting the regime even if some or many offi-

cers would prefer to do so. This allows for the two major contributions of the article,

namely, (1) showing how coordination and learning can lead to an equilibrium with

indefinite civilian rule even if the military would generally prefer to take over the

government, and (2) deriving conditions under which coups are possible and likely,

generating more concrete insights into the empirical literature.

I formalize these ideas with a repeated incomplete information coordination

game (Angeletos, Hellwig, and Pavan 2007). When a regime first comes to power,

the officers are particularly uncertain about its strength. As a result, a coup always

occurs as some officers believe the regime is so weak that it will inevitably fall. If the

regime survives to the second period, officers learn an important fact: the regime

was strong enough to survive the period 1 coup. Further, this fact is common

knowledge: each individual officer knows that other officers know the regime was

strong enough to survive the period 1 coup, and that the other officers know that the

individual officer knows this, and so on. This leads to the central theoretical result of

the article: there is always an equilibrium where no officers ever launch a coup

against a regime after it survives the first period: under the conjecture that other offi-

cers use this strategy, there is no chance the regime will fall, making it optimal for

each officer to continue supporting the civilian regime. That is, the combination of

coordination and common knowledge learning generates a powerful force against

attempts to overthrow established civilian regimes, even when ‘‘the military’’ as a

unitary actor would be willing and able to stage a coup.

However, there can also be equilibria with coup attempts in later periods. Analyz-

ing when this is possible and when coups are likely to be attempted in these equili-

bria leads to the second major contribution of this article, which is that it sheds light

on several findings and puzzles from the empirical literature on coups. First,
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numerous hypotheses derived from other theories specify ‘‘structural’’ factors such

as economic growth and military spending that should be positively correlated with

coups, but the empirical evidence for many of these correlations tends to be weak

and inconsistent. In this model, structural factors generally have an ambiguous effect

on the likelihood of a coup particularly after the initial period of a regime. Second,

an extension to the model where the game continues with a new regime after a

successful coup makes a prediction consistent with a result that is extremely robust

in the empirical record: that coups are much more likely in countries that have expe-

rienced coups in the past (e.g., Londregan and Poole 1990). Finally, the model also

makes several novel predictions, most notably that regimes surviving coups in par-

ticularly difficult times send a strong signal of their strength, which renders them

less likely to be toppled in later periods.

Extant Work

This question of how the military can be subjugated to civilian rulers is as old as the

study of politics. Plato classically framed this question as ‘‘Who guards the guards,’’

answering that they must be convinced it is improper to stage a mutiny. For the past

fifty years explanations of civilian control of the military have arguably not strayed

too far from this idea, centering around professionalism and legitimacy as forces

against military interventions (Huntington 1957; Janowitz 1960). Many have

pointed out the circularity in these arguments (e.g., Finer 1962; Feaver 1996; Prze-

worski 1986): if we define a military as professional if it does not interfere with pol-

itics, we gain little leverage in explaining variance in military involvement in

politics by looking at variance in professionalism. Still, the discussion draws a con-

nection between some features of the model and theories of civilian rule based on

legitimacy and professionalism.

These arguments also provide little insight into the fact that not all coups succeed,

while, as illustrated by Figure 1, roughly half fail. Since the leaders of coups that fail

often face nasty fates—losing their jobs, exile, imprisonment, death—this fact

should play a key role in any theory of coup initiation. Recent game-theoretic work

emphasizes the potential for coups to fail, usually treating the military as a unitary

actor that can benefit from taking over office and assuming that such attempts suc-

ceed with a (usually exogenous) probability (Geletovic and Sanhueza 2000; Svolik

2009, 2013; Besley and Robinson 2010; Acemoglu, Ticchi, and Vindigni 2010).3 In

these models, the incumbent regime faces trade-offs such as making the military

strong to defeat outside threats against the fact that this makes the military more able

to stage coups (Besley and Robinson 2010) or making inefficient transfers or policy

decisions to make the military less apt to coup (Geletovic and Sanhueza 2000; Ace-

moglu, Ticchi, and Vindigni 2010; Svolik 2013).4

More similar to the argument here, many have argued that divisions within the

military are important for understanding the likelihood of intervention into politics

(e.g., Luttwak 1968; Decalo 1976). Several game-theoretic articles have formalized
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this idea by treating launching a coup as a coordination or collective action problem

among officers (Geddes, 1999; Aney and Ko 2010; Rivero 2010; Casper and Tyson

2014; Tyson and Smith 2013). Geddes (1999) represents divisions in the military

with a battle of the sexes game, which I build on by using a more general payoff

structure as well as adding incomplete information and an element of time. Rivero

(2010) and Aney and Ko (2010) analyze the strategic interaction between factions of

the military, and Casper and Tyson (2014), Boix and Svolik (2013), and Tyson and

Smith (2013) do so with related coordination games. However, these models primar-

ily focus on different substantive issues and abstract away from the interaction

between learning and coordination that drives the central results here.

Treating coups as largely driven by coordination dynamics is consistent with

numerous aspects of how they unfold, such as the common strategy of capturing the

radio station to announce the coup as fait accompli (e.g., Luttwak 1968; Bleck and

Michelitch 2013; Singh 2014). A detailed account of this idea is in Singh (2014),

who draws on the game-theoretic literature to argue that whether coups succeed

or fail is best understood by viewing them as a coordination game and presents a

wide array of both quantitative and qualitative evidence to support this idea.

Although we share an emphasis on coordination and how this affects the likelihood

of coup success, the main outcome the model here seeks to explain is coup initiation

(or lack thereof). Furthermore, by formalizing how coordination and learning inter-

act in a dynamic setting gives more precise predictions about when these effects will

prevent (or not prevent) the occurrence of coups.

The model is an application and extension of Angeletos, Hellwig, and Pavan

(2007), who analyze a repeated incomplete information coordination game outside

of any specific political context. The main technical innovation is that I allow the

payoffs to change over time, which generates some of the main empirical predic-

tions. Further, in Angeletos, Hellwig, and Pavan (2007) the game ‘‘ends’’ following

a successful coup, while the extension here considers the long-term dynamics where

a new regime takes over following a coup. This adds to a growing literature applying

incomplete information coordination games—sometimes referred to as global games

(Carlsson and Van Damme 1993; Morris and Shin 2003)—to political questions

such as revolutions and protest (Dewan and Myatt 2008; Bueno de Mesquita

2010; Shadmehr and Bernhardt 2011; Little 2012; Tyson and Smith 2013; Little,

Tucker, and LaGatta 2012).

In addition to the primarily theoretical contribution of demonstrating how coor-

dination and learning provide a strong explanation of civilian rule, the model also

makes predictions about when coups are likely to occur—and shows why such pre-

dictions may be particularly difficult—providing more concrete insights into the

empirical literature. Individual studies have identified some correlates of coup

attempts and success, such as low income and a history of coups (Londregan and

Poole 1990), instability (Belkin and Schofer 2003; Casper and Tyson 2014), whether

the current regime is run by the military (Rivero 2010) and characteristics of the mil-

itary (Powell 2012), economic inequality (Svolik 2013), and economic growth (Kim
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2014). Still, a broad view of cross-national studies of coups is that they have gener-

ally found few structural factors about the economy or political characteristics of

regimes that are consistently and strongly correlated with coup attempts. For exam-

ple, one factor that has been widely accepted as a strong predictor of coups starting

with Londregan and Poole (1990)—income per capita—is only weakly correlated

with coups (and not at a conventional significance level) in other recent studies

(e.g., Powell 2012; Svolik 2013).5

The analysis here suggests three reasons why such correlations are difficult to

find. First, many of these factors (e.g., natural resource rents) affect both the value

of the status quo for the military and the value of staging a successful coup, and the

effects of these changes on the likelihood of a coup move in opposite directions,

making general predictions difficult. Second, the model highlights that any factor

that makes a coup easier to stage today also likely made it easier to stage a coup

in the past, leading officers to believe the regime will be harder to oust. Finally, any

equilibrium with coups after the first period is not unique, so variance in the inci-

dence of coups may be driven more by equilibrium selection than the structural para-

meters of the model (see Bueno de Mesquita [2010] for an analogous argument

about revolutions). That is, if many militaries play the ‘‘no coup’’ equilibrium, the

effect of variables that do unambiguously lead to more coups within the ‘‘sometimes

coup’’ equilibrium will be attenuated when both are included in the sample.

The remainder of the article is organized as follows: The next section presents

and analyzes the baseline model, followed by an extension where the game contin-

ues after a successful coup. The final two sections summarize the empirical impli-

cations of the model and present the conclusions.

The Model

The actors in the model are a unit mass of officers, which are some key subset of the

military that may play a pivotal role in the outcome of a coup. The game proceeds

over discrete time periods t ¼ 1, 2 . . . . Officers are indexed by i and periods by t,

and subscripts are dropped when this does not create ambiguity. In each period, the

officers simultaneously decide whether to participate in a coup. If the proportion of

officers staging a coup is greater than the regime strength, denoted y, then the coup

succeeds and the game ends. If the proportion of officers joining a coup—which may

be 0—is not sufficiently high, the regime survives and the game proceeds to the next

period. The solution concept is Perfect Bayesian Equilibrium, with additional

restrictions elaborated subsequently.

Information Structure and Strategies

At the outset of the game, the officers share a common prior belief about the regime

strength y that is normally distributed with mean m0 and precision a (i.e., variance 1
a).

Before the first period, the officers also receive an individual private signal of the
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regime strength: si ¼ y þ ui, where the uis are independent normal random variables

with mean 0 and precision Z > 0.6 The private signal reflects information that will

lead the officers to believe that the regime is ruling successfully or has the support

among citizens and elites to withstand a military intervention. It could also reflect

local knowledge about the popularity of the regime or about the propensity of other

branches of the military to support the government garnered from friends, family, or

subordinates.

In each period, all of the officers simultaneously take an action ait 2 f0; 1g,
where ait ¼ 0 indicates that officer i supports the incumbent government in period

t and ai ¼ 1 means officer i participates in a coup (or, for linguistic variety, rebels).

Let At be the proportion of officers staging a coup in period t. If this proportion is

greater than the regime strength (At > y), the coup succeeds and the game ends. If

the regime is strong enough to survive (At � y), the game proceeds to the next

period. The regime strength is constant across periods, though officers’ knowledge

of this parameter will change.

Officers do not observe the size of past coups (i.e., A1, . . . At�1) but know that if

they are in period t > 1 the regime must have survived periods 1, 2, . . . t � 1.

Furthermore, the sequential nature of the game implies that this fact is common

knowledge: that is, officer i knows that officer j knows the regime was strong

enough to survive the previous periods, and officer i knows that officer j knows

that officer i knows the regime was sufficiently strong to survive, and so on. So,

the agents’ private signals received at the beginning of the game are the only endo-

genous aspects of the history that they can condition on when choosing their

actions.7

This is admittedly a very reduced form way to model how coups unfold. There

is no ‘‘plotting’’ or communication before officers make their decision or whether

to coup. In reality, some officers will become aware of the potential coup in the

early planning stage, while others decide whether to join, oppose, or remain pas-

sive as the coup unfolds. For example, Hugo Chávez began creating secret groups

within the military that discussed the possibility of a coup in the late 1970s, over a

decade before actually staging an unsuccessful coup in 1992 (Marcano and Tyszka

2007, chap. 3). Furthermore, officers only choose to participate or not, while there

are many gradations of actions that officers take during coups, from actively

fighting against the participants, to staying neutral with varying degrees of tacit

endorsement, to participating as a low-level officer, to planning and leading the

execution of the rebellion. The discussion contains a description of how the results

are robust to changes in the information structure and allowing the regime strength

to change over time.

Still, this formulation captures important strategic elements of coups, that is, at all

stages, officers choosing whether or not to participate are uncertain about the actions

of others who have not yet chosen sides (and if those who have chosen sides will

switch). However, the officers will always have some shared beliefs about the

strength of the regime, including the fact that it has not yet been overthrown. The
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model here shows how isolating these coordination and learning effects is sufficient

to generate strong and empirically relevant results about the dynamics of coup

attempts.

Payoffs

The officer payoffs in each period are summarized in the following table, where the

row corresponds to their participation decision and the column to whether the coup

succeeds:8

The payoff for supporting the government if there is no coup or a failed coup is

u0t > 0. This parameter represents how much the officers like the status quo, potentially

influenced by factors like salaries or whether the government sets policies aligned with

the preferences of the military. The payoff to supporting a successful coup is u1t > 0. The

payoff for joining a failed coup is�k1t < 0 and the analogous payoff for supporting the

government when the coup succeeds is �k0t < 0. All of these terms have a t subscript,

indicating that the payoffs may change over time. The payoff for the entire game is a

discounted sum of the period utilities; see the Appendix for a more formal treatment.

Four aspects of the payoff structure warrant particular attention. First, if the mili-

tary was modeled as a unitary actor, coups always succeed, and the game only lasted

one period, then there would be a unique equilibrium with a coup if and only if the

value of joining a successful coup is greater than the value of the status quo (u11 >

u01). That is, absent the coordination problem, if the military preferred to stage a suc-

cessful coup to the status quo, they would do so as it would be guaranteed to succeed.

However, by introducing a coordination aspect to the model, officers may refrain from

staging coups even if they would drastically prefer to remove the incumbent if it is

possible for there to be a mutually reinforcing belief that others will not participate

in a coup. Conversely, officers may participate in coups even if they prefer the status

quo, consistent with the sentiments of a senior officer in Ghana who supported a coup

conspiracy ‘‘even though he was a supporter of multi-party democracy, because he felt

it was important to support whoever had control of the capital’’ (Singh 2014, 143). As

will be shown subsequently, dissatisfaction with the status quo will make coups more

likely but is not a necessary condition for a coup to happen.

Second, adding the coordination element without incomplete information as in

Geddes (1999) results in equilibria with and without coups in every period but gen-

erates no analytic predictions about when coups are likely to occur. In this context,

Payoffs.

Coup Fails (At < y) Coup Succeeds (At � y)

Support Government (ait ¼ 0) u0t �k0t

Join coup (ait ¼ 1) �k1t u1t
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the fundamental insight from the global games approach—that by making the realis-

tic assumption of introducing incomplete information we can often get more analytic

leverage—allows for richer predictions about when and why coups are possible or

likely.

Third, since all officers are atomic, their action will never affect whether the coup

succeeds, and hence their action in period t has no effect on their payoffs in later

periods.9 So, even if the future payoffs were to be drastically different in periods

t þ 1, t þ 2, . . . if the coup succeeds or not, the officers’ decision in period t is

entirely determined by how it affects their payoff in period t. A model where officers

do consider intertemporal trade-offs—perhaps not staging a coup today because it

could be easier to do so tomorrow—could generate interesting results (for a related

argument, see Przeworski 2012), but the payoff structure used here simplifies the

analysis by abstracting from these issues.

Further, although the assumption that no individual officers’ action can affect the

result of the coup does not perfectly apply to all officers, considerations about the

likelihood of the coup succeeding are important if not predominant even for actors

who may be pivotal. For example, during the failed coup attempt against Mikhail

Gorbachev in 1991, the head of the KGB’s foreign intelligence arm Leonid Shebar-

shin ordered his subordinates to not aid the plotters. According to his American

counterpart, Shebarshin thought that ‘‘had the coup plotters moved resolutely and

ruthlessly at the outset . . . he would have followed . . . orders to deploy the paramili-

tary team against the holdouts.’’ However, Shebarshin correctly figured the coup

would fail ‘‘not because he was morally or philosophically against the attempt to

oust Gorbachev, but because he read the balance of power correctly’’ (Bearden

2012).

Fourth, a convenient consequence of the payoff structure is that we can capture all

of the relevant information from the payoffs with a single parameter. Formally, if an

officer assigns a probability Pr(At � y) to the coup succeeding, then the officer’s

expected current period payoff is higher when joining the coup—and by the analysis

mentioned previously, the officer will join—if and only if

Pr At � yð Þv1t � 1� Pr At � yð Þð Þk1t � � Pr At � yð Þk0t þ 1� Pr At � yð Þð Þv0t;

or, rearranging it,

Pr At � yð Þ � v0t þ k1t

v0t þ k0t þ v1t þ k1t

� qt: ð1Þ

That is, qt represents the probability of the coup succeeding that makes an officer

indifferent between joining and abstaining from the coup given the payoffs in time

t. When qt is high—for example, if officers are satisfied with the status quo or the

cost of joining a failed coup is high—officers will need to be very confident that the

coup will succeed in order to participate. When qt is low—which will occur when the

value of staging a successful coup is high or the cost of supporting the government
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when a coup succeeds is high—officers are more willing to join coups that will not

surely succeed. I often refer to conditions favorable to a coup when qt is low and

conditions unfavorable to a coup when qt is high.

Assume the payoffs for every period are common knowledge and are such that qt

is always on the interval q; �q
� �

, where 0 � q � �q � 1. Since the officers do not con-

dition their behavior on what they expect will happen in future periods, equilibrium

behavior is the same if officers do not learn the period payoffs until before they make

their decision in period t.

It is natural to search for equilibria that are monotone in the private signals within

each period, in the sense that officers never coup, always coup, or coup if and only if

their private information reveals that the regime is sufficiently weak. I also restrict

attention to symmetric equilibria, where all officers use the same threshold strat-

egy.10 So, the officer strategy is a sequence of critical thresholds ŝ1; ŝ2; . . .ð Þ such

that he joins the coup in period t if and only if si � ŝt, where ŝt ¼ �1 corresponds

to the ‘‘never coup’’ strategy and ŝt ¼ 1 to the ‘‘always coup’’ strategy.11 A Perfect

Bayesian Equilibrium with these restrictions requires that (1) officers form their

belief about y given Bayes’ rule and (2) given these beliefs it is optimal to join the

coup in period t if and only if si � ŝt when the other officers use this strategy as well.

Period 1 Equilibrium

In a typical infinitely repeated game, the solution to the first period would depend on

the continuation value under different outcomes, which depends on the strategies

used in later periods. However, the officers are atomic, and hence their behavior

in period t has no impact on whether the game ends with a coup or proceeds to the

next period. So, by sequential rationality, the officers always maximize their current

period payoff, and the only aspect of the other officers’ strategy that affects this pay-

off is the period t strategy. So, following Angeletos, Hellwig, and Pavan (2007), I

first solve for the optimal period 1 strategies, and then characterize the optimal

behavior in period t as a function of what happens in periods 1, . . . , t � 1.

The first important aspect of the solution is that neither the ‘‘always coup’’ nor the

‘‘never coup’’ strategy is used in the first period. There cannot be an equilibrium

where no officer tries to coup in the first period because some officers always

receive extreme enough signals to think that the regime is highly unlikely to survive

regardless of the actions of the officers modeled. Intuitively, this corresponds to a

situation where an officer is confident that the regime will fall due to an internal

struggle, a popular uprising, or a coup from other branches of the military. Similarly,

there is no equilibrium where all rebel in the first period as some inevitably get an

extreme enough signal to believe that the regime will survive even if all of the offi-

cers modeled the coup.

The intuition behind the derivation of equilibrium strategy where officers some-

times join the coup in period 1 (and later) is as follows. First, a proposed equilibrium
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strategy ŝ1 gives the number of officers who join the coup as a function of true

regime strength, and write this as Prðsi < ŝ1jyÞ. Since the private signals are increas-

ing in y, this probability—and hence the proportion of couping officers—is strictly

decreasing in y. This leads to a critical regime strength ŷ1 such that the regime is

toppled by a coup if and only if it is weaker than this threshold: y < ŷ1. Given the

normal structure of the beliefs about y, it is then straightforward to calculate the

probability that a officer with private signal si assigns to the true regime strength that

is below this critical threshold (y < ŷ1), which is the probability the coup succeeds.

The equilibrium condition is that an officer observing the proposed cutoff threshold

(ŝ1) assigns a probability to the coup succeeding exactly equal to q1. Officers obser-

ving a lower signal think the coup’s success is likely enough to make them join. Offi-

cers observing higher signals think the regime is stronger and a coup less likely to

succeed, and hence support the government.

Formally, an equilibrium strategy for period 1 requires a critical regime strength

ŷ1 (which corresponds to a strategy ŝ1)12 that solves

q1 ¼ Pr y < ŷ1

zfflfflffl}|fflfflffl{coup succeeds

j si ¼ ŝ1|fflfflffl{zfflfflffl}
signal for marginal officer

; ŝ�i ¼ ŝ1

zfflfflfflffl}|fflfflfflffl{threshold used by others
0
B@

1
CA

¼ F
affiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

aþ Z
p ŷ1 � m0

� �
�

ffiffiffiffi
Z
pffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
aþ Z
p F�1 ŷ1

� �� �
:

ð2Þ

See the Appendix for the derivation of equation 2, which will be illustrated sub-

sequently. As is standard in related models, if the precision of the private signals (Z)

is sufficiently high, there is a unique ŷ1 meeting equation 2, and hence a unique equi-

librium threshold ŝ1. I consider the implications if the model has multiple equilibria

in the discussion but for now assume the private information is sufficiently precise

to guarantee a unique first period equilibrium. So, in the first period there is always a

coup, though it may be not be large enough to be detected by an outside observer let

alone succeed. The regime will survive if and only if it is sufficiently strong; that is,

y > ŷ1. The probability a coup succeeds has the following intuitive properties:

Proposition 1: The probability of a successful coup in the first period is

increasing in the value of joining and the cost of opposing a successful coup.

The probability of a successful coup is decreasing in the prior mean belief

about the regime strength, the cost of joining a failed coup, and the value of

the status quo.

All proofs can be found in the Appendix.

This result highlights the first reason why structural factors that affect the offi-

cer’s value of the status quo or for staging a successful coup may have an ambiguous

affect on the probability a coup occurs. For example, high natural resource rents
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likely increase the value of joining a successful coup u1t (Collier and Hoeffler 2004)

but can also be associated with a high value of the status quo (u0t) if the incumbent

regime effectively buys off the military, consistent with the findings in Wright,

Frantz, and Geddes (2013). Similarly, low spending on soldiers perhaps most

directly affects the value of the status quo, but unless spending dramatically changes

after a successful coup—which seems plausible but finds little empirical support

(e.g., Zuk and Thompson 1982)—this low level of spending will also be associated

with a lower value of staging a successful coup. Formally, structural factors that

make u01 and u11 move in the same direction will have an ambiguous impact on the

probability of a coup. Further, this result only applies to the first period of a regime,

and the relationship between the payoffs and probability of an equilibrium with a

coup in later periods will be even more nuanced.

Despite this ambiguity, it is reassuring that the officers preferences have some

impact on the likelihood of a coup occurring and succeeding, which is not the case in

complete information formulations (Geddes 1999; Singh 2014). In particular, Singh

(2014, 146) claims that often members of the military do not behave ‘‘according to their

political preferences, bowing instead to the pressure to coordinate around the presump-

tive victor.’’ While this is true when citizens know whether a coup will prevail, in cir-

cumstances where there is uncertainty about whether an attempt will succeed or not,

officers preferences do affect their propensity to join or oppose coups in a natural way.

In the terminology of Finer (1962), both motive (here, relative payoffs) and opportunity

(assessment of the likelihood of success) affect whether the officers attempt a coup.

A surprising characteristic of the first period is that there is always a coup attempt

in the equilibrium. This is consistent with the intuitive observation that there is often

a high level of turmoil at the outset of new regimes, as with Morsi’s ouster in Egypt.

Such turmoil can occur after the death of a long-ruling dictator, or, as elaborated in

an extension, a successful coup. More generally, the spike in the number of coups

shown in Figure 1 may have been driven by the many ‘‘new’’ countries created

by de-colonization in the 1960s, where civilian rule had yet to be established. How-

ever, as shown in the analysis of subsequent periods, there will not always be coups

if the incumbent survives the initial period.

Periods t � 2

The main difference between the analysis of the second period (and all subsequent

periods) is that it is a common knowledge that the regime was strong enough to

survive the first period. As a result, the belief about the regime strength is a truncated

normal distribution, where the truncation is at y > ŷ1. Crucially, this implies that the

regime will never fall if none of the officers modeled rebel, as y > ŷ1 > 0. Further-

more, not only does officer i know that the regime will not fall with no coup, officer i

knows that officer j knows this, and officer j knows that officer i knows that the offi-

cer knows this, and so on.
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This observation has powerful implications. In particular, it is common knowl-

edge that if the regime survives period 1, no officer can have a private signal extreme

enough to believe the regime will fall no matter what. So, unlike in the first period

where some officers always have a dominant strategy to rebel, no officer has a domi-

nant strategy to rebel in period 2. Furthermore, if each officer has a conjecture that

no other officers will stage a coup, their best response is to support the government

as well. Hence, there is always an equilibrium where no officer coups in period 2.

An analogous logic applies to all periods after the first. In any period t > 1, it is

common knowledge that the regime was strong enough to survive the previous peri-

ods y > ŷt�1 > 0
� �

, which implies that if no other officers coup it is always optimal

to support the government as well. Although there may be equilibria with coups as

well—as will be analyzed subsequently—the central theoretical result of the article

is that a perpetual lack of coups following the first period is always an equilibrium:

Proposition 2: There is always an equilibrium where no further coups are ever

staged against a regime that survives the first period.

As illustrated in Figure 2, the crucial difference between what happens in the first

period and subsequent periods arises from the beliefs of officers that receive private

information who the regime is extremely weak. In the left panel (period 1), the offi-

cer with the extreme signal (gray curve) becomes very confident that y < 0, and

hence the regime will inevitably fall. Officers with an extreme enough signal always

have a dominant strategy to rebel. In later periods (t� 2), the belief about the regime

strength is always truncated by the knowledge that the regime survived periods 1

through t � 1. So, the officer with an extreme signal (gray line) will believe firmly
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Figure 2. Illustration of the belief about y for an officers that receive typical (black curve) and
extremely low (gray curve) signals, in period 1 (left panel) and later periods (right panel).
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that the regime was barely strong enough to survive up to the current period, but still

knows there is no chance that y < 0.

This allows for the construction of an equilibrium with no coups after the first

period no matter how much officers dislike the status quo or would like to overthrow

the regime. The argument also holds regardless of how the payoffs change over time:

Even if the officers come to dislike the status quo so much that they only require a

1 percent chance of the coup succeeding to make be willing to participate, there will

be an equilibrium with no coup staged and hence a 0 percent chance of success. This

provides a plausible explanation for why coups and military rule are quite rare in

contemporary politics when officers are often tempted to attempt to take control

of the government.

Proposition 2 does not imply that there can be no equilibrium with coups beyond

period 1. Even if no officer has a dominant strategy to launch a coup, it may be the

case that officers are willing to participate in a coup if they expect others will do so

as well. The equilibrium condition for an equilibrium in period t with a positive

probability of a coup that there exists a ŷt > ŷt�1 that satisfies

qt ¼ Pr y < ŷt

zfflffl}|fflffl{coup succeeds

j si ¼ ŝt|fflffl{zfflffl}
marginal officer signal

; y � ŷt�1

zfflfflfflfflffl}|fflfflfflfflffl{regime survived to t

ŝ�i ¼ ŝt|fflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflffl}
threshold used by others

0
B@

1
CA

¼ 1�
F

ffiffiffi
Z
pffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Zþap F�1 ŷt

� �� �
þ affiffiffi

Z
p m0 � ŷt

� �� �
F

ffiffiffi
Z
pffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Zþap F�1 ŷt

� �
þ affiffiffi

Z
p m0 � ŷt

� �� �
þ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

Zþ a
p

ŷt � ŷt�1

� �� �
� p� ŷt; ŷt�1

� �
:

ð3Þ

(Again, see the Appendix for a derivation of this equation.) As with equation 2,

this condition states that an officer receiving the threshold private signal assigns a

probability of coup success exactly equal to the probability that makes them indif-

ferent about joining the coup (qt). The main difference between this equation and

equation 2 is the condition in the right-hand side that y � ŷt�1; that is, the probability

of the coup succeeding takes into account the fact that the regime was strong enough

to survive periods 1, . . . , t � 1.

The right-hand side of equation is continuous in ŷt and is strictly positive for

ŷt 2 ŷt�1; 1
� �

, so one way to characterize the possibility of an equilibrium with a

coup is as follows:

Proposition 3: Let ~qt ¼ maxyt
p� ŷt; ŷt�1

� �
> 0. There is an equilibrium with

a coup in period t if and only if qt < ~qt.

A natural interpretation of this result is that there can always be an equilibrium

with a coup attempt in period t if the change in the payoffs from the previous period
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is sufficiently large (and in the direction of making coups easier). Also, recall that if

there is no coup attempt in period t, then ŷt ¼ ŷt�1. So, a more precise prediction, the

implications of which are discussed subsequently, is that there can be a coup attempt

if the payoffs change in a manner favorable to coups since the last attempt.

Figure 3 illustrates this result and other aspects of the equilibrium conditions for

period 1 (left panel) and subsequent periods (right panel). Both panels show values

of qt with horizontal lines, and the curve traces out the probability that the marginal

officer who observes exactly the threshold private signal assigns to the coup suc-

ceeding as a function of the critical regime strength ŷt.
13 Lower horizontal lines

(i.e., lower qt) correspond to payoffs that make conditions more favorable to a coup.

Intersections of this curve and qt correspond to a critical threshold where the mar-

ginal officer assigns a probability of the coup succeeding equal to the indifference

probability qt, and hence an equilibrium.

In the left panel (period 1), increasing the critical regime strength (ŷ1) means that

the marginal officer joins the coup when their private information indicates that the

regime is stronger, and hence assigns a lower probability of success.14 Furthermore,

this curve approaches 1 as ŷ1 ! 0 and 0 as ŷ! 1, ensuring a unique intersection. In

this particular case, for the coup favorability given by the solid line (q1), there is a

unique equilibrium where the coup succeeds if and only if y < ŷ1 � 0:13. If condi-

tions are more favorable to a coup (q01, or the dashed line), more regimes fall, illus-

trating proposition 1.

The right panel plots the equilibrium condition for period 2 (which is reached

only if the regime survives the period 1 coup). The solid curve plots the probability

the marginal officer assigns to the coup succeeding given the first period payoffs

were q1, and the dashed line the analogous curve given first period payoffs q01. The
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Figure 3. Illustration of how the equilibrium condition and how past payoffs affect the
probability of a coup in the current period, with a ¼ 1, m0 ¼ 0:5, Z ¼ 1, q1 ¼ 0:8, q01 ¼ :6,
q2 ¼ :35.
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solid curve peaks at ~q2 which is the maximal level of q2 such that there can be a coup

in period 2. So, if the conditions remain the same as in period 1, there is no chance

for a coup in period 2. However, if the payoffs become sufficiently favorable toward

a coup (the lowest horizontal line), there are two intersections, implying a coup

attempt becomes possible (proposition 3).15

If there is no coup attempt in period 2, then ŷ2 ¼ ŷ1, and hence, the right-hand side

of the equilibrium for period 3 is the same as for period 2. In fact, p�ðŷt; ŷt�1Þ remains

unchanged until there is another coup attempt, so the right panel illustrates not just

period 2, but every period until there is second attempt (which may be never).

The right panel also demonstrates how the conditions in period 1 affect the pos-

sibility of a coup in period 2. In the case where the conditions in period 1 were unfa-

vorable to a coup and the regime has done less to demonstrate its strength (the solid

curve), this leads to the potential for a coup in period 2. However, the dashed curve

shows that when the conditions were more favorable to a coup in the first period, the

regime has proved strong enough that there is no equilibrium with a coup in the sec-

ond period despite the rapid change in the payoffs associated with the lowest hori-

zontal line. More generally,

Proposition 4: For each time period t, let l(t) be the time index of the previous

coup attempt. The critical value of qt required for a coup to be possible in

period t is decreasing in the coup favorability at the time of the previous

attempt (i.e., increasing in qlt).

The last period with a coup can and often will be the first period of the regime, so

one interpretation of Proposition 4 is that regimes that survive among initial turmoil

may be particularly durable. Smith (2005, p. 430) makes a related argument about the

durability of single party regimes, claiming that ‘‘elites who face and survive the most

strenuous fiscal and political crises early on are likely [persist] because they have

invested heavily in institution and coalition building.’’ Smith’s case study of Indonesia

is particularly relevant to this result: the economic crisis at the beginning of Suharto’s

regime could be interpreted as a low q1, meaning there was a substantial truncation

about the beliefs regarding the strength of his regime by surviving this crisis.16

Combining Propositions 3 and 4 gives a second reason why the effect of structural

parameters on the potential for a coup may be ambiguous. Making conditions more

favorable for a coup in period t has the expected direct effect of making it easier to

stage a coup, but as long as the factors that affect officers’ payoffs are serially cor-

related, countries with favorable conditions for a coup today also had conditions

favorable toward coups in the past. This generates an effect in the opposite direction,

as those who survived when conditions were favorable for a coup in the past do more

to demonstrate their strength, making coups harder to stage today.

Finally, Proposition 3 implies that if the payoffs can fluctuate with a wide enough

range, there are multiple equilibria in the model. In one equilibrium, there is never a

coup after the first period, while in the other equilibria coups can occur in later
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periods (potentially in any period). This provides a yet another reason why it may be

difficult to predict coups with structural parameters: since societies with identical

payoffs could play different equilibria with different prevalence of coups, variance

in the incidence of coups can be at least partially driven by equilibrium selection

rather than differences in the incentives faced by officers.

Trajectories

This section presents an extension to the baseline model where the game continues

after a coup succeeds. After a successful coup, a new regime begins, which could be

interpreted as a military regime led by the previous coup plotters, or as a civilian

regime that is given power by the coup purveyors.17 The most technically straight-

forward way to define the game is that the actors remain constant (i.e., the coup plot-

ters install a new government and then return to the barracks), but equivalent results

be derived if the officers who stage the coup do stay in power. The officers period

payoffs are the same as previously defined. The payoffs for the entire game are dif-

ferent since it does not end if a coup occurs, but since the officers are atomic they

still always maximize their current period payoff.18

Call the strength of the first regime y1, and the strength of subsequent regimes y2,

y3, . . . , or, generically yr. Extending the definition from earlier, if regime r is in

power at time t, they survive to time tþ 1 if and only if the size of the potential coup

in period t is At < yr. If not, the coup succeeds, and regime rþ 1 begins at time tþ 1.

When this occurs call time period t þ 1 the initial period for regime t þ 1.

Assume each regime strength yr is given by yr ¼ yþ er; where er is normally dis-

tributed with mean 0 and precision te. The y parameter represents the average regime

strength, and the er term captures whether regime r is stronger or weaker than average.

Assume the prior belief on y is normally distributed with mean m1 and precision t0.

That is, officers are uncertain about how strong a typical regime is, and hence will

learn about this average strength based if they experience multiple regimes. However,

even if the officers become certain about the average regime strength (y), they will

always be uncertain about the strength of the current regime because of the er term.

Furthermore, assume that while officers do not observe the size of failed coups as

before, they do observe the size of successful coups, and as a result know the

strength of all past regimes.19 This information structure implies that in the initial

period of any regime, the belief about its strength is normal as well. In particular,

Lemma 5: The prior belief about the strength of regime r � 2 in its initial

period is normally distributed with mean and precision:

mr �
Pr�1

j¼1 tey
j þ t0m1

t0 þ ðr � 1Þte
and ar � t0 þ rte

teðt0 þ ðr � 1ÞteÞ
:
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Prior to the initial period of each regime, the officers all observe a private signal

of the new regime’s strength sr
i ¼ yþ nr

i , where the nr
i terms are independent normal

random variables with mean 0 and precision Z.

Given the normal structure of these beliefs, the analysis of the game beginning

after a coup is identical to the game analyzed previously with a different prior belief

about the regime strength and a shift in the time index.

So, modified versions of all of the results above hold for the game beginning at

regime r. For example, there is always an equilibrium where the first r � 1 regimes

fall with some positive probability, and then regime r survives indefinitely provided

they are not toppled in their initial period. The analogous result about the initial

period of each regime is as follows:

Proposition 6: There is always a coup in the initial period of a regime, with

the comparative statics derived in Proposition 1. The probability that this coup

succeeds is also increasing in the size of the previous coup/coups.

New regimes are unstable and prone to coups for two reasons. First, as identified

in the baseline model, they have yet to demonstrate their ability to stay in office, and

hence some officers will always believe they are sure to fall and will coup. Second,

the fact that the previous regime was ousted by a coup generally causes the officers

to believe that the average regime is easier to topple, and hence lowers the belief

about the current regime as well.20 This is consistent with the strong—and, arguably,

most robust—empirical finding that past successful coups are a strong predictor of

future coups (e.g., Londregan and Poole 1990; Belkin and Schofer 2003).

However, as shown in proposition 4, regimes that survive particularly difficult

initial periods (and later coups) send a particularly strong signal of their strength,

potentially becoming resistant if not immune to later coups. For example, Syria had

eight successful military coups between 1950 and 1970 before Hafez al-Assad

ousted rival Salah Al-Jadid and ruled until his death in 2000. After surviving early

on in an environment that unseated many other leaders, the durability of Assad’s

regime was driven by the fact that he ‘‘weathered numerous storms and survived

countless crises, with the result that his subjects and his colleagues in power have

come to see him as a strategist of incomparable gifts’’ (Seale 1991, p. 104).

Discussion

Before concluding I briefly discuss the robustness of the results to some of the more

objectionable assumptions and summarize the implications for empirical work on

coups.

Robustness

The choice to allow the payoffs to change over time but keep the regime strength

constant is not primarily driven by substantive concerns but the fact that doing so
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generates a relatively tractable model. As is typical in formal models, there are many

equally defendable choices regarding what parameters of the model change over

time as well as what the actors are uncertain about.

The sharpest theoretical results of the paper (in particular, Proposition 2) rely on

the fact that surviving a coup removes the possibility that the regime will fall on its

own, always allowing for an equilibrium with no coups after the first period. This

fact is certainly objectionable. For example, if the regime strength can change in

a sufficiently volatile manner—as in one of the extensions analyzed in Angeletos,

Hellwig, and Pavan (2007)—then the officers can never rule out the possibility that

it will fall on its own and there will be some attack in each period. Still, a weaker

property that the officers learn about the regime strength from what (if any) coups

the regime has survived in the past likely holds in a wide range of models with dif-

ferent specifications of the uncertainty and changes over time. So, even if we cannot

always construct an equilibrium where civilian rule lasts indefinitely after the first

period, civilian regimes surviving over time will still lead to a common knowledge

learning about their strength that makes staging a coup more difficult if not neces-

sarily impossible.

Another objectionable assumption is that officers do not observe the size of past

coups. Imperfectly observing the size of previous coups complicates the analysis but

does not change the possibility of constructing an equilibrium with no coups after the

initial period (again, see Angeletos, Hellwig, and Pavan 2007).21 In addition to ver-

isimilitude, a nice aspect of allowing partially observed coups is that unsuccessful

coups can ‘‘snowball.’’ That is, other than the model here where failed coups tend

to be followed by long phases with no coups, observing a nearly successful coup can

trigger another coup right away.

Implications for Empirical Work

As discussed throughout the analysis, the model highlights various reasons why

predicting coups with typical political and economic variables may be hard. Here

I elaborate on several implications of the model for the empirical study of coups.

As highlighted by Proposition 1, it is important for empirical analysts to think

about whether political and economic variables affect the value of the status quo for

officers, the value of taking control of the government, or both. Determining whether

a factor like natural resource rents affects one of these values more than the other is

not something that can be formally tested, but when combined with substantive judg-

ment the results here may provide additional insight into the conditions under which

structural conditions can predict coups.

Next, Proposition 3 suggests that changes in economic and political variables

may have a more clear effect on the likelihood of coups than absolute levels.

Although some empirical work has found little correlation between economic

growth and coups (Rivero 2010; Powell 2012; Goemans and Marinov 2013), Kim

(2014) finds that when transitory shocks to growth caused by weather (though not
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more permanent shocks measured by changes to oil prices) are positively associated

with coups. This finding is consistent with the theoretical predictions: to cast that is,

to cast Kim’s argument in the language used here, looking at changes in gross

domestic product (GDP) avoids the problem of past and current payoffs moving

in opposite directions, and transitory shocks to weather plausibly lower the value

of the status quo in period t but not the value of staging a successful coup. On the

other hand, changes to oil prices are more likely to lower the value of staging a suc-

cessful coup, providing an explanation for the nonfinding of changes in GDP

induced by this channel.

In addition, Proposition 3 makes a more precise prediction that may be less sen-

sitive to noisy data, that is, the most clear predictor of whether coups are feasible

could be the change in qt—which again could be proxied by typical variables such

as income per capita, natural resource rents, or military spending—since the last

coup. For regimes that have never experienced a coup attempt, an analogous mea-

sure would be the change in payoff-relevant measures since the first year of the

regime.

The model also suggests that some empirical relationships may be different in the

early stages of a regime than they are in more mature regimes. While technical

results along these lines are not straightforward, one potential conclusion to draw

from the model is that in general structural factors should be more straightforwardly

associated with coup risk in the early stages of a regime, before the countervailing

effect of demonstrating their strength by surviving tough times kicks in. Similarly,

the model suggests that the coup risk in the early phases of a regime could be nega-

tively associated with coup risk in the future. Future empirical work could examine

this prediction by looking at how economic (and other) conditions at the time of past

coups affect the likelihood of coups in the future.

None of these proposals address perhaps the most thorny empirical suggested by

the model, that is, that some variance in coup incidence is determined by whether

societies play a ‘‘no coup’’ or ‘‘some coup’’ equilibrium. If societies consistently

play the same equilibrium over time, then this problem could be alleviated by includ-

ing fixed effects in an empirical model. Still, there is no reason why a society cannot

arbitrarily switch between the no coup and some coups equilibria. More plausibly,

crises may not increase the chances of a coup for reasons directly linked to how they

affect the officers’ incentives, but by providing a focal point that helps the officers

coordinate on the equilibrium with the highest level of coup activity—in fact, such

an equilibrium may be optimal if it unseats ineffective governments or gives sitting

governments an incentive to manage the economy and other aspects of the political

system more effectively.22

This indeterminacy can also be interpreted in light of theories of civilian rule cen-

tered on legitimacy or professionalism (Huntington 1957; Janowitz 1960). Although

the critique that these are circular arguments are important, the multiplicity of equi-

libria in the model here follows from a somewhat circular logic as well. In one equi-

librium, officers are pessimistic about the possibility of a coup because they think
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others will not stage a coup, and others will not stage a coup because they think oth-

ers will not stage a coup, and so on. In the equilibria with coups past period 1, offi-

cers have a mutually reinforcing belief that coups are possible. Labeling the mutual

belief that no one will stage a coup ‘‘professionalism’’—I believe the other officers

are professionals, and they think I am professional—or deeming equilibria with

coups ‘‘illegitimate’’ is thus consistent with the logic of the model.

Conclusion

The rarity of military rule and pervasiveness of civilian dominance over armed forces

constitute one of the major puzzles in the study of politics. The model here augments a

past argument for how this is possible—that divisions in the military create a coordina-

tion problem—with time and learning dynamics to provide a mechanism for sustained

civilian rule. This does not explain the origin of civilian regimes, but it does provide an

explanation for how civilian regimes avoid transitioning to military regimes.

Finally, an issue purposefully dodged thus far is what exactly a ‘‘regime’’ is.

More precisely, the regime strength y could be interpreted as a property of, among

other things, an individual leader, a ruling party, a dynasty, or a period of democratic

rule. In some of these interpretations—particularly individual leaders—there will

often be new regimes by constitutional or other mechanisms, that is, without military

intervention. A natural way to model this would be to have the strength of the current

regime be a function of both the individual leader and the regime more broadly. So,

new individual leadership—through democratic turnover, dynastic succession, or

other means—will inherit some of the learned strength of the previous regime but

with added uncertainty about leader-specific characteristics. While more formal

analysis is beyond the scope here, a possible consequence would be that new lead-

ership may induce some instability but not more dramatic regime change.

In addition, the group threatening to overthrow the regime need not be the military

but could be civilian elites or citizens more generally. So, while the primary interpreta-

tion of the model here was how civilian regimes can be insulated against attacks from

the military, it can also provide insight into the stability of any regime—whether civilian

and democratic or a repressive military autocracy—against potential overthrow.

Appendix

Equilibrium Condition

The equilibrium conditions for the model are as follows:

1. (Symmetry) All officers use the same strategy

2. (Monotonicity) Officer strategies in each period are monotone in their pri-

vate signal, that is, they (1) choose ait ¼ 1 if and only if si < ŝtð�Þ, (2) always

join the coup (write this ŝt ¼ �1), or (3) never join the coop (ŝt ¼ 1).
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3. (Optimality) Officers choose ait ¼ 1 if and only if this gives a higher

expected payoff than ait ¼ 0 the other officers use ŝt and their belief about y.

4. (Consistency) Beliefs about y are derived by Bayes’ rule when possible given

the private signals and whether a coup has succeed in past periods.

Write the always coup and never-coup strategies ŝt ¼ 1 and ŝt ¼ �1, respectively.

Since the officers do not observe past coup sizes, and the game ends if there is a

coup before period t, the only part of a history that officers can condition on is their

private signal. Combining this observation with the symmetry and monotonicity

conditions, we can describe the entire officer strategy is a sequence ŝ1; ŝ2; . . .ð Þ of

thresholds such that the officer rebels in period t if and only if si < ŝt.

To formally describe the payoffs, let Rt ¼ 0 if the regime has not fallen by time t,

and Rt¼ 1 if there is a successful coup in any period f1; . . . ; t � 1g. The period pay-

offs are as follows:

uit ¼
�Rtþ1k0t þ ð1� Rtþ1Þn0t ait ¼ 0

Rtþ1n1t � ð1� Rtþ1Þk1t ait ¼ 1

�
:

Let r 2 ð0; 1Þ be a common discount rate, and officer i’s payoff for the entire

game be

Ui ¼
X1
t¼1

rt�1ð1� RtÞuit:

Period 1: Equilibrium Condition

In the first period, officers only condition their action on their private signal si and

the period coup favorability q1. Since the private signals are normally distributed

with mean y and precision Z, given a proposed period 1 cutoff strategy ŝ1, the pro-

portion of officers choosing to participate in a coup as a function of the true regime

strength y is as follows:

A1ðyÞ ¼ Pr si < ŝ1jyð Þ ¼ F
ffiffiffiffi
Z
p

ŝ1 � yð Þð Þ;

where F is the cumulative density function (CDF) of the standard normal distribu-

tion. Given this strategy, there is a successful coup in the first period if and only if

y < ŷ1 where ŷ1 2 ð0; 1Þ solves Aðŷ1Þ ¼ ŷ1, or:

Fð ffiffiffiffiZp ðŝ1 � ŷ1ÞÞ ¼ ŷ1: ð4Þ

The left-hand side of this equation is decreasing with range (0,1), so there is a

unique ŷ1 2 ð0; 1Þ; solving equation (4).

For ŝ1 to be an equilibrium strategy, Optimality requires that an officer observing

exactly si ¼ ŝ1 is indifferent between joining the coup or not, or q1 ¼ Prðy < ŷ1jsiÞ.
Consistency requires this belief is formed by Bayes’ rule.
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By standard rules of Bayesian updating, an officer observing signal si’s belief

about y is normally distributed with mean a
aþZ m0 þ Z

aþZ si and precision aþ Z. So,

an equilibrium ŷ1 solves

q1 ¼ Prðy < ŷ1jsi ¼ ŝ1Þ ¼ F
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
aþ Z
p

ŷ1 �
a

aþ Z
m0 þ

Z
aþ Z

ŝ1

� �� �� �
:

Rearranging equation (4) gives ŝ1 ¼ ð1=
ffiffiffiffi
Z
p ÞF�1ðŷ1Þ þ ŷ1, and combining this

with the previously mentioned and simplifying gives an equilibrium condition for

ŷ1 in the main text. An equilibrium ŷ1 solves equation (2), which uniquely deter-

mines the equilibrium threshold rule ŝ1. Whether one or more than one pair

(ŷ1; ŝ1) meets this conditions is a common result (e.g., Morris and Shin 2003). A

more formal statement of Proposition 1 is as follows:

Lemma 7: In the first period, a coup occurs, though it may fail. Furthermore,

1. there is a unique equilibrium for all q1 if and only if Z � a2=ð2pÞ, and

2. if there is a unique equilibrium, the expected proportion of coup participants

and probability of a successful coup are decreasing in k11, u01, and m0, and

increasing in k01 and u11.

Proof. The derivative of the right-hand side of the equilibrium condition with respect

to ŷ1 equal to a positive constant times:

affiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
aþ Z
p �

ffiffiffiffi
Z
pffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
aþ Z
p 1=f F�1 ŷ1

� �� �� �� �
:

(The derivative of F�1 ŷ1

� �
is 1=f F�1 ŷ1

� �� �
). The minimum value of

1=f F�1 ŷ1

� �� �
is

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
2p
p

, so this term is always decreasing if and only if

ffiffiffiffi
Z
p ffiffiffiffiffiffi

2p
pffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

aþ Z
p � affiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

aþ Z
p

Z � a2=ð2pÞ:

If this condition holds and the hence the right-hand side of equation (2) is always

decreasing. Furthermore, the right-hand side of equation (2) approaches 1 as ŷ! 0

and 0 as ŷ! 1. Since q1 2 ð0; 1Þ, there will be a unique ŷ1 solving the condition and

hence a unique equilibrium by the Intermediate Value Theorem. If Z < a2=ð2pÞ,
there will be some interval of ŷ1 such that Prðy < ŷ1jsi ¼ ŝ1Þ is increasing, so there

exists a q 2 ð0; 1Þ in the range of Prðy < ŷ1jsi ¼ ŝ1Þ such that if q1 ¼ q there will be

three intersections, ensuring multiple equilibria.
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For the comparative statics, implicitly differentiating the equilibrium condition

gives qŷ1

qm0
< 0, which implies qŝ1

qm0
< 0, hence the proportion of participants and the

probability of a successful coup are decreasing in m0. Similarly qŷ1

qq1
< 0, which

implies qŝ1

qq1
< 0. Differentiating q1 with respect to the primitive payoff parameters

implies qq1

qv01
> 0, qq1

qk11
> 0, qq1

qk01
< 0, and qq1

qv11
< 0, giving the desired results.

Periods t � 2

In periods t� 2 the officers have the additional information that y > ŷt�1, and hence

their belief about y follows a truncated normal distribution with location parameter
a

aþZ m0 þ Z
aþZ si � �mðsiÞ and scale parameter a þ Z, truncated from below at ŷt�1. So

the CDF of the belief about y is as follows:

Prðy < xÞ ¼
0 x � ŷt�1

1� Fð
ffiffiffiffiffi
þa
p

ð�mðsiÞ�xÞÞ
Fð ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiZþap ð�mðsiÞ�ŷt�1ÞÞ

x > ŷt�1

(
: ð5Þ

Proof of Proposition 2

As in the main text restrict attention to symmetric monotone equilibria, where offi-

cer i rebels in time period t if and only if si < ŝt for some ŝt 2 R [ f�1;1g, where

ŝt ¼ �1 means not rebelling for any signal and ŝt ¼ 1 means joining the coup no

matter what. Since the regime surviving until period t implies it must have survived

up to all t0 < t, fŷtg must be a nondecreasing sequence on (0,1).

Suppose there is an equilibrium where ŷ1 and ŝ1 are defined as mentioned previ-

ously and for t � 2 ŝt ¼ �1 and ŷt ¼ ŷ1. Given ŷt ¼ ŷ1 officers assign

Prðy < ŷtjy � ŷt�1; siÞ ¼ 0 for any si. Hence, it is optimal to never join the coup;

that is, ŝt ¼ �1. &

Derivation of Equation (3)

In a proposed equilibrium where there is a successful coup in period t� 2 if and only

if y < ŷt, the probability of the coup succeeding from the perspective of an officer

observing the proposed cutoff signal is as follows:

Prðy < ŷtjŷt�1; si ¼ ŝtÞ ¼
0 ŷt � ŷt�1

1� Fð ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiZþap ðmtðŝtÞ�ŷtÞÞ
Fð ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiZþap ðmtðŝtÞ�ŷt�1ÞÞ

ŷt > ŷt�1

(
:

As in period 1, for a fixed strategy ŝt the critical ŷt that determines whether the

regime survives solves
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ŷt ¼ F
ffiffiffiffi
Z
p ðŝtÞ � ŷt

� �
;

hence, ŝt ¼ ŷt þ F�1ðŷtÞ
ffiffiffiffi
Z
p

. So, the equilibrium condition for there to be a coup

attempt in period t given ŷt�1 is that there exists a ŷt 2 ðŷt�1; 1Þ that solves

qt ¼ 1�
F

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Zþ a
p

mt ŝtð Þ � ŷt

� �� �
F

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Zþ a
p

mt ŝtð Þ � ŷt�1

� �� �

¼ 1�
F

ffiffiffi
Z
pffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Zþap F�1 ŷt

� �
þ affiffi

b
p m0 � ŷt

� �� �� �
F

ffiffiffi
Z
pffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Zþap F�1 ŷt

� �
þ affiffi

b
p m0 � ŷt

� �� �
þ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

Zþ a
p

ŷt � ŷt�1

� �� �
� p� ŷt; ŷt�1

� �
:

Proof of Proposition 3

Whether there is a ŷt solving this equation depends on the nature of the p�ð�Þ func-

tion. First, note that p�ð�Þ is continuous in all arguments. Second, p* is strictly pos-

itive for ŷt 2 ðŷt�1; 1Þ. So, when the maximal value of p* with respect to ŷt is greater

than qt, there exists at least one potential equilibrium. If not, the only equilibrium

strategy for period t will be for there to be no coup. So, there is an equilibrium with

a coup if and only if qt � maxyt
p�ðŷt; ŷt�1Þ � ~qt.

Proof of Proposition 4

This follows from the fact that p* is decreasing in ŷt�1, and hence, the maximal value

of p* (i.e., ~qt) must be decreasing in ŷt�1.

Proof of Lemma 5

The past regime strengths y1; . . . ; yt�1 are all normally distributed with mean y and

precision te, so by standard rules of Bayesian updating the officer’s belief about y is

normally distributed with mean

Pr�1

j¼1
tey

jþt0m1

t0þðr�1Þte and precision t0 þ ðr � 1Þte. So the

belief about yr, which is equal to yr plus a normal random variable with mean 0 and

precision te, is normally distributed with the mean and precision in the main text.
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Trajectories Model

The changes to the information structure are all described in the main text, and the

solution concept is the same as in the baseline. The period payoffs in the trajectories

model are as follows:

Let r 2 ð0; 1Þ be a common discount rate, and officer i’s payoff for the entire

game be

Ui ¼
X1
t¼1

rt�1uit:

Let tr
0 be the period that regime r begins (if at all), and sr

i be the private signal

observed about regime r.

The equilibrium conditions for the initial period of each regime are the same as

mentioned previously with ar replacing a and a shift in the time index, giving

qtr
0
¼ F

arffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ar þ Z
p ŷr

tr
0
� m0

� �
�

ffiffiffiffi
Z
pffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ar þ Z
p F�1 ŷr

tr
0

� �� �
: ð6Þ

As mentioned previously, I only consider the case where there is a unique

equilibrium for the first period of each regime, which can be assured by

te <
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Z=ð2pÞ

p
.23

Also analogously to the baseline model, the belief about y in period t > tr
0 if

regime r is in power is truncated normal with distribution:

Prðy < xÞ ¼
0 x � ŷr

t
0�1

1� F
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Zþar
p

m sr
ið Þ�xð Þð Þ

F
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Zþar
p

m sr
ið Þ�ŷr

t�1ð Þð Þ x > ŷr
t�1

8<
: ; ð7Þ

giving the equilibrium condition for periods t > tr
0 under regime r:

qt ¼ 1�
F

ffiffiffi
Z
pffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Zþar
p F�1 ŷt

� �
þ affiffi

b
p mr

0 � ŷt

� �� �� �
F

ffiffiffi
Z
pffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Zþap F�1 ŷt

� �
þ affiffi

b
p m0 � ŷt

� �� �
þ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

Zþ a
p

ŷt � ŷt�1

� �� � :

Payoffs for Trajectories Model.

Coup Fails (At < yr) Coup Succeeds (At � yr)

Support Government (ait ¼ 0) u0t �k0t

Join Coup (ait ¼ 1) �k1t u1t
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Proof of Proposition 6

The existence of a coup follows from the fact that the belief about the new regime is

a nontruncated normal, and the analysis of the baseline model. The second part

follows from the fact that mr is increasing in yi for i ¼ 1, . . . , r – 1.
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Notes

1. The more restrictive measure includes only regimes categorized as ‘‘military,’’ ‘‘military-

personal,’’ and ‘‘indirect military.’’ The less restrictive measure also includes regimes

coded as ‘‘party-personal-military’’ (e.g., Egypt), and ‘‘party-military.’’

2. Updated data from beyond 2010 accessed March 14, 2014 from http://www.uky.edu/

clthyn2/coup_data/home.htm.

3. For a model of transitions from military to civilian rule, see Debs (2010).

4. Przeworski (2012) analyzes when the military may want to stage a coup with respect to

election timing but again treats the military as a unitary actor and the probability of

success as exogenous.

5. Singh (2014, chap. 3) enumerates twenty-one hypotheses about factors that some theory

predicts would affect the likelihood of coups, only finding robust support for three of

them.

6. In Angeletos, Hellwig, and Pavan (2007), the actors receive additional private signals in

each period, which is required to get coups in periods after the first since they do not allow

the payoffs to change over time as in the model here. Giving citizens more private infor-

mation, as the game proceeds generally makes coups in later periods more feasible, but

does not change any of the main conclusions.

7. Of course, the equilibrium strategy will be a function of the current period payoffs as well

as other the exogenous parameters. In particular, as demonstrated later, the optimal beha-

vior in round t will indirectly be affected by the past payoffs, as these determine that

regimes survive the previous range and hence the belief about y.
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8. Unlike Geddes (1999), the officers here all have the same preferences—though they will

have different beliefs about the likelihood of a coup succeeding—and hence identical

interests. That is, coordination preventing coups need not arise from some officers prefer-

ring civilian control of the military: as emphasized subsequently, civilian control can

arise even if all officers prefer to stage a successful coup.

9. See Kricheli, Livne, and Magaloni (2011) for a model where citizens do care about the

signaling implications of protesting against a regime on future protests, which could plau-

sibly be adapted to the context of coups as well.

10. Equilibria of this form always exist, and are the only equilibria that are monotone in all of

the private signals. Equilibria not of this form may exist—though in some related models

they do not—but would be difficult to characterize with little obvious benefit.

11. Officers cannot condition their strategy on any past behavior, as they do not observe past

coup sizes or acquire any new information other than the fact that being in period t means

that the regime did not fall in periods 1, . . . , t � 1. The equilibrium threshold will be a

function of the payoffs and the resulting set of regimes that survive up to period t.

12. The condition is written with respect to ŷ1 rather than the strategy sr
1 because it is not pos-

sible to write ŷ1 as an explicit function of sr
1.

13. I plot this rather than the officer strategy as sr
t can take on any real value or infinity, while

ŷt must be on (0,1).

14. There is a countervailing effect as well: increasing the critical regime threshold corre-

sponds to the other officers being more apt to coup. As discussed extensively elsewhere

and in the Appendix, when the private information held by the officer is sufficiently pre-

cise (as assumed previously), the effect of the marginal officer’s private signal dominates

and hence his belief about the probability of a successful coup is strictly decreasing in the

critical threshold.

15. As discussed in Angeletos, Hellwig, and Pavan (2007), the intersection at a lower value of

ŷt is unstable, though whether this equilibrium is considered or not has no effect on the

substantive conclusions relating to the multiplicity, as there is always an equilibrium with

no coup at all in later periods.

16. The details of Smith’s argument are not the same as the one made here, as it focuses more

on the strategic decisions made early in regimes that face crises as good investments for

later survival. Still, there is no reason why initial turmoil cannot contribute to durability

for both strategic choices and learning.

17. Goemans and Marinov (2013) find that in recent years, even if coup purveyors attempt to

stay in power, they at least hold an election.

18. This can lead to some unusual welfare implications if u1t is sometimes or always

greater than u0t, in which case the officer’s first best outcome is to have a (success-

ful) coup in every period. A more realistic model would consider the future fate of

those staging successful coups as endogenous, where the payoff for staging a suc-

cessful coup today depends on whether there is a counter-coup in the future. Still,

the model here is sufficient to generate empirically relevant results about the instabil-

ity of new regimes that would not obviously be overturned in this more complex

setting.
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19. As with the rest of the information structure, this assumption is designed to retain the

(truncated) normal structure of the officer’s beliefs.

20. This is not inevitably true: if yr–1 > mr–1 but the regime is still ousted by a coup, the audi-

ence will believe the average regimes strength is higher than before.

21. If the size of the period 1 coup is perfectly observed, the officers perfectly learn y ¼
F�1(A1), resulting in a complete information game.

22. Bueno de Mesquita (2010) studies a similar model that also has multiple equilibria, and

makes a related observation important variation in revolutionary activity may be due to

playing a different equilibrium rather than structural factors. See also Tamer (2003) and

Angeletos and Pavan (2013) for further discussion on the implications of equilibrium

multiplicity for empirical analysis.

23. This follows from the fact that ar < te and the inequality derived in Proposition 1.
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